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TRX is a group of artists, programming heroes , theatre makers and 
Virtual Reality directors, working with Storytelling in the New Media area.

TRX quests cultural spaces through technological
 innovation & researches in immersive spheres.
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EMPFÆNGER VERZOGEN
Immersive Theatre 
& Virtual Reality



You’re a distant relative, visiting an average German 
middle-class family in their private home. It is up to You to 
find out what exactly is lurking behind the deliberately jovial 
facade.

A Virtual Reality Headset creates an expanded level of the 
perceived reality and questions established concepts of 
identity and representation within society.

– the duration of the experience is 40 minutes
– one guest per slot

Come as a guest, leave as confidant.



The initial question was at what point does one have the inescapable urge to 
isolate oneself from society. To live in virtual exile; to make the decision to 
refuse performance. Choosing to rove around in virtuality, creating avatars 
and intermingling identities – these are traits of the social phenomenon 
‘Hikikomori’.

To understand this way of reasoning, we need to experience the perspective of 
a person  isolating himself.

Empfaenger Verzogen is an advanced reallife role playing game.
The idea behind



This idea led to Empfaenger Verzogen, where the audience is assigned the 
character of a distant relative and becomes acquainted with the characters of 
the parents in brick and mortar. Simultaneously - and virtually - the audience 
gets in touch with the son who isolates himself. He provides a view through 
the glasses, which allow for a breaching of the facades of the seemingly 
efficient family portrait.

We call it First Person Active Narrative, because of the lack of a fourth wall.
There is no auditorium. Likewise, both in performance and film, we plug the 
audience into a fictious character. Like an advanced role playing game, but 
including haptic and olfactoric overlaps between physical and virtual reality.

First Person Active Narrative



Physical Reality

Actors freeze

Virtual Reality



VR-Only Empfaenger Verzogen

Virtual Reality App 

Expanded Off-Site level to On-Site 
experience as ‚Choose your own path‘ Gameplay

no need for 
physical presence 

no institutional
background

accessibility of
common run of 
mankind



Filming | The custom developed 360° Headrig is equipped with 15 Xiamoi yi 
4k cameras to film in 3D POV without stitching edges. Like in real life the body 
can be seen from the shoulders down.

VirtualRealityGlasses | The five 2 minute short films will be viewed through 
a pair of Virtual Reality glasses. These films are shot in 360° degree, therefore 
you can look around by turning your head.

Setting | The installation creates a connection between physical and virtual 
reality. While we’re creating an entire living room, where you are able to move 
around freely, the films have been shot in the same location. So if you are we-
aring the VR Device you’re also able to touch the table you see in the film.

Actors | The actors are practiced in interaction and guiding the recipients th-
rough the scenes.

Stage | The stage is mobile and can be rebuilt in new locations.

Techniques



Cast
Christian O. Wagner
Hans-Günter Brünker
Iris Lange

Artistic Production Managment 
Winnie Christiansen

Technical Production Managment 
Maren Demant

Dramaturgy 
Corinna Duemler

Script Consultant | Direction 
Winnie Christiansen
Maren Demant

Concept Co-Developer 
Kirsten Brandt

Cinematographer 
Maren Demant

Photographical Consultant 
Winnie Christiansen

Setdesign 
Barbara Lenartz
Winnie Christiansen

Costume 
Barbara Lenartz

Programming 
Martin Ortel

Sounddesign
Roman Schönbichler

Camera Operator | Stitching 
trx.media

Special Effects | 3D 
Sascha Sigl

Graphic- | Interfacedesign 
Julius Klaus

Still-Photography 
Winnie Christiansen

Head finance | Administration
Hans-Günter Brünker

Contact
TRX – Transceiving Reality X GbR
info@trx.media
+30 2399 3030

Visit
trx.media
empfaenger-verzogen.de

fb @transceivingrealityx
tw @info_trx



The future of producing 
Visual Content



‘Virtual Reality is defined as a real or simulated environment 
in which a perceiver experiences telepresence.’

– Jonathan Steuer

Journal of Communication (1992); Defining Virtual Reality: 

Dimensions Determining Telepresence

Definition of Terms



ILLUSION
perceive something as something else

+

PRESENCE
fact of being in a particular place

=

IMMERSION
transition from one state to another | exchange of environments



IMMERSION
transition from one state to another | exchange of environments

+

INTERACTION
movement | interaction

=

TELEPRESENCE
experience presence in a medium



Recipe

Appealing Story 

generate content

Telepresence

drawn on
Gameplay
mechanics

Accessibility

virtual
platforms



Storytelling  
First Person Active Narratives

Interactivity |
Telepresence

drawn on
Gameplay
mechanics

On- and Off-Site

physical or
virtual space

Enhancement of
Attention Triggers

Impulse
Guide

Interface
Movement

Multisensory 
perception

visual
haptic
tactile

auditive
olfactoric



Interaction is the key
make use of concepts of Gameplay mechanics 
& Immersive Theatre



photography
 

videography

3D

CGI

Multi-angle

Lightfield

photogrammetry

360° | 3D

3D Scan

Motion Capture

Roomscale VR

Augmented Reality

Tools for Creation



Required Capabilities
    
    On-Site Capabilities

    Immersive set design | Interaction between actor and audience
    Techniques for immersive sensual experiences (haptic, tactile, auditive, olfactoric)

    
    Off-Site Capabilities

    Spherical ‘Setting the Scene’
    Concept of Enhancement of Attention Triggers

Adequate hardware | technical Know-How

    360° Camera (POV) | 3D Scan | VR production
    3D Sound | VfX | Programming



On-Site & Off-Site
VR - Only vs. participatory spatial Installation | immersive theatre

Off-Site

no need for 
physical presence | 

international

no institutional
background

accessibility of
common run of 

mankind

Storytelling
‚Choose your

own path‘

On-Site

necessity of fully
equipped Setdesign

institutional 
bounded

possibility for 
physical sense 

perception

expanded Off-Site 
level to On-Site 

experience



Q & A



Thanks for your attention

LET‘S PLAY!


